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1 Introduction

This proposal seeks to allocate the Maithili script in the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (Plane 1) of

Unicode. The Maithili script is a Brahmi-based script that is used predominantly in the state of Bihar in

India and in Nepal for writing Maithili, an Indo-Aryan language spoken by more than 22 million people

worldwide. Maithili is an officially-recognized language of India and the second most-commonly spoken

language in Nepal. Known also by the names Mithilāks.ara and Tirahutā, the script is the traditional writing

system for the Maithili language.

The Maithili script is associated with a scholarly and scribal tradition that is responsible for the production

of literary and philosophical works in the Maithili and Sanskrit languages from at least the 14th century

ce. The majority of literary manuscripts in the Maithili language and script are the songs of the famous

poet Vidyāpati T. hākura (14th century) and several Sanskrit dramas. Manuscripts on philosophy include

Sanskrit treatises on the Nyāyasūtra and other aspects of Nyāya philosophy. The Maithil Brahmin commu-

nity employs the Maithili script for ceremonial purposes, most notably for keeping pāñjı̄, or genealogical,

records, which have been systematically maintained since the early 14th century. During the 20th century,

the use of the Maithili script diminished with the rise of Devanagari, the script now commonly used for

printing Maithili-language books and periodicals. Since the 1950s, Maithili literary and cultural societies

in India and Nepal have preserved the language and script through the small-scale publication of books and

pamphlets on Maithili culture, dictionaries such as the Br
˚

hat Maithilı̄ Śabdakośa, and script primers such as

the Maithilı̄ Prathama Pustaka. The recognition of Maithili as a scheduled language of India in 2004 has

revitalized interest in developing the Maithili language and script.

Although traditionally used for manuscripts, Maithili entered the world of print in the 1920s, when the first

Maithili metal types were cut in Calcutta. However, the rate of print production was minimal and there

was an absence of high-quality Maithili types. The specimens in Figure 3 and Figure 4 provide examples

from the Maithili-English dictionary, Br
˚

hat Maithilı̄ Śabdakośa, of text typeset in Maithili metal fonts. A

better font was used in the production of the Maithilı̄ Prathama Pustaka, an excerpt of which is provided

in Figure 5. An analysis of the fonts used in these works reveals dissonance in the optical uniformity and

clarity of letterforms. A reason for this is that Maithili metal fonts were at times derived from Bengali

sets. Maithili letters not found in the Bengali script were cut anew, but the imprecise nature of the work

gave the Maithili letters a rather unpolished appearance, which set them apart from the unmodified letters

borrowed from the Bengali font. However, progress in the development of Maithili fonts is evident from a

comparison of the types used in the Br
˚

hat Maithilı̄ Śabdakośa with those in the Maithilı̄ Prathama Pustaka.
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Recently, technical groups in Nepal, such as eCube: Solutions & Research, have created digitized Maithili

fonts. These digitized fonts are high-quality typefaces suitable for print and display purposes (see Figure 8).

The font used in this proposal was designed by the present author and was created to provide a high-quality

Maithili typeface suitable for digital and print production. It is incomplete in that several consonant con-

juncts have not yet been drawn. In cases where conjuncts not available in the font are needed for illustration,

the respective letter has been excerpted from Maithili documents. A complete font will be developed to

accompany the formal proposal.

2 Classifying the Script

Due to the historical scribal and manuscript traditions of Maithili; the ceremonial use of the script by the

Maithil Brahmin community; the continued use of the script for the production of books; and the preserva-

tion and development of the script for contemporary communication by Maithili organizations, the Maithili

script should be classified as either a “Category A” (contemporary) script or a “Category B.1” (specialized)

script. The appropriate classification of the script will be determined in the formal proposal to encode the

Maithili script in Unicode.

The name of the script also requires attention. The script is known by the names Maithilı̄, Mithilāks.ara, and

Tirahutā. All three names refer to the characters in use within the geographic region of Mithila, or Tirhut,

in north Bihar. Each of the names are attested historically and are used interchangably in reference to the

script. As the common traditional name of the script, “Tirahutā” might justifiably serve as the standard name

of the script. The Script Encoding Initiative (2006) already recognizes the script under the name “Tirhuta,”

with “Maithili” and “Mithilakshar” as alternate names. Input from the Maithili-speaking community will

assist in settling the matter. Of these names, “Maithili” is a convenient designation due to the association of

the script with the language of the same name, and for the present purpose it is sufficient for identifying the

script.

3 Letters of the Maithili Script

A preliminary glyph chart for Maithili is presented in Table 1 and character names are shown in Table 2. An

initial estimate indicates that the Maithili script will require a minimum of 86 code-points, consisting of:

• Vowels: 14 letters

• Vowel signs: 15 signs

• Consonants: 36 letters

• Signs: 5 (anusvāra, candrabindu, visarga, virāma, avagraha)

• Punctuation: 3 (dan. d. ā, double dan. d. ā, and an abbreviation sign)

• Special signs: 2 (the sacred symbols añjı̄ and om)

• Digits: 10

As Maithili was used for recording Vedic and classical Sanskrit texts, the script has several specialized signs,

like the Vedic anusvāra. At present, there is insufficient information regarding the number of these signs to

enumerate them fully in the character inventory. Further investigation of Maithili manuscripts and modern

Maithili publications may uncover other marks used in Maithili orthography. In order to accommodate

characters as yet unaccounted in the above tabulation, Maithili should be allocated 96 code-points (6 rows).
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4 Relationship of Maithili to Bengali

The Maithili script is most closely related to the Bengali script. It is often considered a variant of Bengali

because of the similarity in the structure and design of the two script, but such conclusions are inaccurate.

Traditionally, the Maithili script is regarded as an independent script and is known in Bengal as tirut.e,

meaning “of the Tirhuta region,” ie. the Tirahutā script (Chatterji, 1926: 225). The close relationship of

Maithili to Bengali, and more distantly to the Oriya, Assamese, and Newari scripts, is due to the genesis

of these scripts from a common source, the Proto-Bengali, or Gaud. ı̄, script, which itself evolved from the

Kut.ila descendent of Brahmi around 1000 ce. These five scripts became clearly differentiated by the 14th

and 15th centuries (Salomon, 1998: 41).

A comparison of the Maithili script to Bengali indicates that several Maithili letters may be considered

identical to Bengali letters. For instance, 4 of the 14 Maithili vowel letters; 5 of the 15 Maithili vowel signs;

21 of the 37 Maithili consonant letters; and 4 of the 10 Maithili digits resemble forms found in Bengali (see

Tables 3, 4, and 5 for specific comparisons).

Despite such resemblance, Maithili possesses several vowel and consonant letter shapes, consonant conjunct

shapes, and orthographic features that are not found in the modern Bengali script. While several of the

Maithili consonant letters resemble Bengali letters when written independently, the conjunct forms produced

by these letters are different in the two scripts. For example, conjuncts like ṅga and rga, as well as consonant-

vowel ligatures like gu, take different shapes in the two scripts despite the similarity in the shape of ga.

Another major difference between Maithili and Bengali is the use of phala elements for writing consonant-

vowel ligatures and a broader phala repertoire for the creation of consonant conjuncts. Through a description

of the unique features of the Maithili script, this proposal shows that Maithili is an independent script, despite

its resemblance to Bengali, and should be encoded separately in Unicode.

5 Unique Features of the Maithili Script

5.1 Symbols and Signs

• The sacred sign, añjı̄ (˙), is unique to Maithili and is used in the invocations of manuscripts, books,

and charts of the Maithili script, or varn. amālā (see Figure 1 and Figure 6).

• The form of Maithili anusvāra resembles the Devanagari anusvāra more than the Bengali. Compare

Maithili �M and Bengali �K .

5.2 Vowels

• A vowel sign for short e: �E. There is no independent or initial form of this vowel because the sound

it represents does not occur at the beginning of words.

• A vowel sign for short o: �O. There is no independent or initial form of this vowel because the sound

it represents does not occur at the beginning of words. This sign may be similar to the letter u+09d7

bengali au length mark.
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• The vowel sign for ai is a two-part dependent vowel sign. The first element is written before the

consonant and the other attaches above the letter: e�E. In Bengali, the ai vowel sign is a single sign

that is written before the consonant: ��. Compare Maithili mai emE and Bengali mai �m.

5.3 Dependent Vowels

• There are two forms of the sign for the vowel u: �u and � W . The first shape is the general mātrā sign

and the second shape is the phala form. The mātrā form �u (compare to Bengali � u ) is written below

the consonant:

ghu cu t.hu

Maithili Gu cu Zu
Bengali Gu u Fu

For combinations of consonants and u where consonants have right-hand vertical stems, the u assumes

the phala shape� W . The phala element is attached to the consonant stem to produce a consonant-vowel

ligature:

gu mu n. u nu pu lu śu su

Maithili Ω m ç È p l ï �
Bengali � mu Nu nu pu lu � su

With certain consonants independent consonant-u ligatures are produced:

ku tu bhu ẏu yu s. u hu

Maithili Y y
Bengali ku tu vu yu Ju Pu �

• The sign for r
˚

is �W (compare Bengali � � ). With most consonants, the sign is written below the letter:

pr
˚

t.r
˚

br
˚

Maithili pW TW bW
Bengali p� T� b�

With certain consonants independent consonant-r
˚

ligatures are produced:

kr
˚

tr
˚

bhr
˚

hr
˚

Maithili k t B
Bengali k� t� v� �

5.4 Consonants

• Maithili possesses distinct characters for ba b and va v. Bengali uses the single letter ba b for

both sounds. In consonant conjuncts, Maithili ba is represented by the dotted ba-phala and va is

represented by the dotted ba-phala and a candra above the top-line, for example, mba Ü and mva Ü.
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This is to distinguish such forms from consonant-vowel ligatures formed with the u vowel sign, for

example, mu m.

• Maithili ba also takes different shapes when it appears in conjuncts with certain consonants. It typi-

cally retains its base shape b, but it also takes the form b, as in bda Ý in the word śabda SÝ.

5.5 Consonant Conjuncts

• In consonant clusters where ya is the second element, it either takes the phala form �Y or it merges

with the consonant to produce an independent ligature. The use of ya-phala in Maithili is similar

to that in Bengali: pY. The conjunct forms created with ya occur with certain consonants due to the

shape of the letters:

tya dya nya bhya śya hya

Maithili

Bengali tY dY nY vY SY HY
• The function of repha in Maithili is similar to that in Bengali and Devanagari. Generally, it is written

above the following consonant: rpa in Maithili pŽ and in Bengali ¯p. In some cases, the repha merges

with the consonant to which it is applied to create a distinct ligature: rga in Maithilij and Bengali ¯g.

• Some consonant conjuncts involving la are produced using the phala form of la, � d : kla in Maithili

kd and in Bengali ¹; phla in Maithilifd and in Bengali ä.

• Some consonant conjuncts involving na are produced using the phala form of na, � e : kna in Maithili

ke and Bengali ·.

• Several consonant conjuncts are unique to Maithili and do not occur in Bengali. Some examples are:

ṅga cca ccha t.t.a s. t.a hra hla

Maithili f h i
Bengali � � � Ë ë � õ

5.6 Special Cases

• When ta t is the first element in a consonant cluster, it is represented differently depending on the

second element of the cluster. When it appears as the first element in clusters with ta, ya, ra, and va,

it combines with these second elements to form conjuncts similar to those in Bengali. With all other

consonants, ta takes the form e�− . For example, tka ek− , as in the word saratkāla is written in Maithili

as srek− Al, but in Bengali as sr�kal. This shape of ta is semantically similar to Bengali khan. d. a

ta �; however, unlike khan. d. a ta, it is unnecessary to encode e�− explicitly since all of the possible

contexts for its use are known.

• When ta appears in the word-final position with a virāma, it is written as is the convention in Devana-

gari: t− . A variant method is to curve the head-stroke towards the base: g .
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5.7 Homoglyphs

The forms of several Maithili letters resemble those in Bengali, but the meaning of the forms are different

in the two scripts. Some of the prominent differences are discussed below.

• In Maithili the element � W represents an alternate form of the vowel sign u. In modern Bengali it

represents ba-phala and is used only in the creation of conjuncts. For example, the form� represents

su in Maithili, but sva in Bengali.

• The Maithili letter v represents va. In Bengali, the letter represents ra. Similarly, the letter r repre-

sents Maithili ra, but Bengali ba.

• Maithili n. a N resembles Bengali la l; while Maithili la l resembles Bengali n. a N.

6 Encoding the Maithili Script in Unicode

The above description of the Maithili script and its unique features indicates that Maithili letters are elements

of a distinct script, not typographical variants of Bengali letters. Therefore, Maithili should be encoded as an

independent script in Unicode. The similarities between Maithili and Bengali, however, might prompt a call

to unify Maithili with Bengali. This approach is not recommended as it would contribute to conflicts in the

semantics of Maithili and Bengali letters, especially homoglyphs and script-specific conjuncts created from

independent forms of common letters. A separate encoding for Maithili is required in order to distinguish

the Maithili script from Bengali in plain-text. Unification would force distinctions between the scripts to

be maintained solely at the font or representation level and would limit the ability to differentiate between

the scripts programmatically for text-processing purposes. This would pose technological difficulties in

instances where Maithili and Bengali appear in the same document.

The distinctness of the Maithili script and the historical and contemporary uses of the script support the

encoding of Maithili in Unicode as a separate script. A standard encoding for Maithili will benefit the

Maithili-speaking community by enabling it to adapt the traditional script of its language in electronic media

for general communication and for literary development. A standard for the script will also enable scholars

engaged in research on Maithili language and literature to preserve and reproduce Maithili manuscripts

through digital technologies. Moreover, organizations in South Asia are working to develop fonts and

standards for representing the Maithili script on computers. A standard encoding in Unicode would benefit

technical groups that are implementing the Maithili language and script for use in information technology.

Although Maithili is an endangered script, the Maithili-speaking community continues to preserve the script

for traditional purposes, while seeking to implement it to meet the needs of modern communication and

computing technologies.
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xx00 xx01 xx02 xx03 xx04 xx05

0 ˙ 
 X l e� 0
1 �w ˘ V L e�E 1
2 �M k N v �E 2
3 �H K t S e�A 3
4 a g z F �O 4
5 aA G d s e�O 5
6 fi q x h �− 6
7 fl c n �A fi 7
8 ⁄ C p i� . 8
9 ˝ j f �I < 9
A Ł J b �u #
B ł Q B �U ˙
C * T m �W
D + Z Y �=
E ˛ D y �(
F ˚ R r �)

Table 1: Preliminary Glyph Chart for Maithili. Gray highlighting indicates that there is a similar

letter in the Bengali script.
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xx00;MAITHILI SYMBOL ANJI
xx01;MAITHILI SIGN CANDRABINDU
xx02;MAITHILI SIGN ANUSVARA
xx03;MAITHILI SIGN VISARGA
xx04;MAITHILI LETTER A
xx05;MAITHILI LETTER AA
xx06;MAITHILI LETTER I
xx07;MAITHILI LETTER II
xx08;MAITHILI LETTER U
xx09;MAITHILI LETTER UU
xx0A;MAITHILI LETTER VOCALIC R
xx0B;MAITHILI LETTER VOCALIC RR
xx0C;MAITHILI LETTER VOCALIC L
xx0D;MAITHILI LETTER VOCALIC LL
xx0E;MAITHILI LETTER E
xx0F;MAITHILI LETTER AI
xx10;MAITHILI LETTER O
xx11;MAITHILI LETTER AU
xx12;MAITHILI LETTER KA
xx13;MAITHILI LETTER KHA
xx14;MAITHILI LETTER GA
xx15;MAITHILI LETTER GHA
xx16;MAITHILI LETTER NGA
xx17;MAITHILI LETTER CA
xx18;MAITHILI LETTER CHA
xx19;MAITHILI LETTER JA
xx1A;MAITHILI LETTER JHA
xx1B;MAITHILI LETTER NYA
xx1C;MAITHILI LETTER TTA
xx1D;MAITHILI LETTER TTHA
xx1E;MAITHILI LETTER DDA
xx1F;MAITHILI LETTER DDDHA
xx20;MAITHILI LETTER DDHA
xx21;MAITHILI LETTER RHA
xx22;MAITHILI LETTER NNA
xx23;MAITHILI LETTER TA
xx24;MAITHILI LETTER THA
xx25;MAITHILI LETTER DA
xx26;MAITHILI LETTER DHA
xx27;MAITHILI LETTER NA
xx28;MAITHILI LETTER PA
xx29;MAITHILI LETTER PHA
xx2A;MAITHILI LETTER BA
xx2B;MAITHILI LETTER BHA

xx2C;MAITHILI LETTER MA
xx2D;MAITHILI LETTER YA
xx2E;MAITHILI LETTER YYA
xx2F;MAITHILI LETTER RA
xx30;MAITHILI LETTER LA
xx31;MAITHILI LETTER LLA
xx32;MAITHILI LETTER VA
xx33;MAITHILI LETTER SHA
xx34;MAITHILI LETTER SSA
xx35;MAITHILI LETTER SA
xx36;MAITHILI LETTER HA
xx37;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN AA
xx38;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN I
xx39;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN II
xx3A;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN U
xx3B;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN UU
xx3C;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
xx3D;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR
xx3E;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
xx3F;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL
xx40;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN E
xx41;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN SHORT E
xx42;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN AI
xx43;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN O
xx44;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN SHORT O
xx45;MAITHILI VOWEL SIGN AU
xx46;MAITHILI SIGN VIRAMA
xx47;MAITHILI SIGN AVAGRAHA
xx48;MAITHILI DANDA
xx49;MAITHILI DOUBLE DANDA
xx4A;MAITHILI ABBREVIATION SIGN
xx4B;MAITHILI SYMBOL OM
xx50;MAITHILI DIGIT ZERO
xx51;MAITHILI DIGIT ONE
xx52;MAITHILI DIGIT TWO
xx53;MAITHILI DIGIT THREE
xx54;MAITHILI DIGIT FOUR
xx55;MAITHILI DIGIT FIVE
xx56;MAITHILI DIGIT SIX
xx57;MAITHILI DIGIT SEVEN
xx58;MAITHILI DIGIT EIGHT
xx59;MAITHILI DIGIT NINE

Table 2: Preliminary Character Names for Maithili
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maithili bengali

a a A
ā aA Aa
i fi I
ı̄ fl �
u ⁄ U
ū ˝ Ǒ
r
˚
Ł �

r̄
˚
ł ��

l
˚
* 9

l̄
˚
+ 99

e ˛ E
ĕ no independent form

ai ˚ �
o 
 O
ŏ no independent form

au ˘ �

maithili bengali

a implicit vowel

-ā �A �a
-i i� i�
-ı̄ �I ��
-u �u �u
-ū �U ��
-r
˚
�W ��

-r̄
˚
�= ���

-l
˚
�( �9

-l̄
˚
�) �99

-e e� e�
-ĕ �E —

-ai e�E ��
-o e�A e�a
-ŏ �O —

-au e�O e��
Table 3: Comparison of Maithili and Bengali vowel letters and signs. Gray highlighting indicates

similarities between letters of the two scripts.
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maithili bengali

ka k k
kha K x
ga g g
gha G G
ṅa q �
ca c 
cha C q
ja j j
jha J C
ña Q �
t.a T T
t.ha Z F
d. a D D
d. ha X Z
n. a N N
ta t t
tha z Q
da d d
dha x z
na n n

maithili bengali

pa p p
pha f f
ba b b
bha B v
ma m m
ya Y J
ẏa y y
ra r r
la l l
va v —

śa S S
s. a F P
sa s s
ha h H
Ra R �
Rha V �
l.a L —

Table 4: Comparison of Maithili and Bengali consonant letters. Gray highlighting indicates simi-

larities between letters of the two scripts.
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maithili bengali

0 0 0
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4
5 5 5
6 6 6
7 7 7
8 8 8
9 9 9

Table 5: Comparison of Maithili and Bengali digits. Gray highlighting indicates similarities be-

tween letters of the two scripts.

maithili bengali

candrabindu �w ��
anusvāra �M �K
visarga �H �h

Table 6: Comparison of Maithili and Bengali miscellaneous signs. Gray highlighting indicates

similarities between letters of the two scripts.
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Figure 1: A table of the Maithili script printed with metal type (Mishra, 1973: 41). The añjı̄ sign

is printed next to the title of the table.
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Figure 2: Specimen of Maithili written in the Maithili script from the Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson, 1903: 56-58).
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Figure 3: An excerpt from the entries in Br
˚

hat Maithilı̄ Śabdakośa, a Maithili-English dictionary

(Mishra, 1973: 13). This specimen is an example of Maithili typeset with metal fonts.
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Figure 4: An excerpt from the preface to Br
˚

hat Maithilı̄ Śabdakośa, a Maithili-English dictionary

(Mishra, 1973: 25). This specimen is an example of Maithili typeset with metal fonts.
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Figure 5: The preface from Maithilı̄ Prathama Pustaka, printed in

Maithili type (Rāya, 2003).

Figure 6: An excerpt from Maithilı̄ Prathama Pustaka (Rāya, 2003:

30). The passage begins with the symbol añjı̄.
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Figure 7: Title page of Br
˚

hat Maithilı̄ Śabdakośa, a Maithili-English dictionary (Mishra, 1973).
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Figure 8: A chart of the Maithili script typeset with the digitized Maithili font, “Tirhuta,” developed by eCube: Solutions & Research (2003).
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